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Motospeed K24 mechanical numeric keypad
Motospeed mechanical numeric keyboard is a comfortable and reliable device that will facilitate your daily work and evening gaming. Its
colorful  backlighting  will  give  it  a  unique  character.  What's  more,  the  high  mechanical  keys  easily  yield  to  your  fingers,  so  they  will
provide exceptional responsiveness. The K24 keyboard will become a fantastic addition to your desk!
 
Unique design 
The  Motospeed  K24  keyboard  is  equipped  with  an  interesting  backlighting,  which  will  give  it  a  unique  look,  especially  during  night
gaming. You can customize it  according to your preferences, as there are as many as 14 different modes available. This will  help you
create a unique atmosphere in your gaming zone, and you can easily use the keyboard after dark.
 
Excellent quality
To make you as comfortable as possible, the high keys are equipped with a mechanical switch. This also affects the surprising durability
of the device. With Motospeed you can count on the highest standard of quality, as the K24 keyboard is equipped with an ARM COTEX-M0
microchip. This makes the device delight you with its functionality and performance.
 
Producer

Mobilemax - Gadgets and Accessories
Rua Vasco da Gama n61, 8005-411, Estoi - Faro, Portugal
(Continente)

Telefone: +351962484153
 (Chamada para rede móvel nacional)

Email: info@mobilemax.pt



Motospeed
Model 
K24
Type 
Mechanical 
Color 
Black 
Connection
Wired
Interface
USB
Number of keys
21
Switches
OUTEMU Red
Key life
50 million clicks
Backlighting 
RGB
Operating voltage
DC 5 V
Operating current 
300 mA
Material
ABS, aluminum alloy
Weight
249 g
Dimensions
132 × 86 × 42 mm
Compatibility 
Windows XP/7/8/10
Other
Anti-ghosting function, 14 backlight modes, customizable backlight modes, 8 backlight color versions, 11 function keys

Preço:

€ 19.50

Jogos, Keyboards
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